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Rezumat 

Apariţia traductologiei, ca disciplină de sine stătătoare, care se ocupă în exclusivitate şi din 

perspective diverse, de studiul traducerilor este de dată relativ recentă şi se dezvoltă necontenit ca 

urmare a progreselor înregistrate în tehnologia informaţiei şi a fenomenului globalizării. În acest 

context, cel mai important obiectiv al profesorului este de a instrui elevii şi a le permite să îşi dezvolte 

„sinele profesional”, pentru a le creşte gradul de conştientizare a responsabilităţii lor în calitate de 

participanţi activi într-un proces complex de comunicare a cărui importanţă, în urma globalizării, este 

din ce în ce mai recunoscută. Scopul acestei lucrări este de a ilustra diferitele modalităţi prin care 

profesorii pot educa elevii să înţeleagă şi să producă texte aparţinând unor stiluri şi genuri funcţionale 

diferite utilizând standardele de comportament şi convenţiile textuale specifice fiecărei culturi. 

 

Strategies of teaching Translation as an independent Activity 

 

The difference between the activity of a professional translator and the activity of teaching 

translation should be emphasized. The first process is internalized whereas in teaching, the situation is 

different. In order to teach “method”, we must externalize in so far as possible the successive phases 

and sub-phases of the process. In her article “The Scope of a Communicative Theory of Translation” 

Zinaida Lvovskaya is of the opinion that we should subdivide the two phases of translation (the 

interpretation of the original text and the production of the target text) into the following sub-phases: 

- “The phase of interpretation of the OT: the sub-phase of comprehension of the semantic 

contents of the text; the sub-phase of comprehension of the intentional-functional programme of the 

author; the sub-phase of comprehension of the meaning “to be received” (with forecasts as to the 

difficulties of a cognitive-cultural nature that such may present for the receiver of the TT). 
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- The phase of production of the TT: the sub-phase of development of a strategy for the 

translation in function of the type of text and idiolect of the author; the search for functional 

equivalences; the production of the TT; self-correction of the TT”. (Lvovskaya 1998: 35) 

The most important aim of the teaching of a language is to teach the student to comprehend and 

create texts of varied styles and functional genres by making use of the verbal and non-verbal standards 

of behaviour and the textual conventions of each culture.  

Translation can be defined in many ways since it is characterized by many features, but the 

most important one is the fact that translation is a skill. And it can be learned exactly like all the other 

skills. Translators become experts when they have already mastered this skill.  

 

Types of Translation Activities 

 

In my translation classes I made use of the activities recommended by Maria Gonzales Davies 

in “Multiple Voices in the Translation Classroom” (2004) and I selected a few of them as examples of 

successful activities in translation classes.  

Activity 1 

Turn down the volume 

Aims: 

 To discuss communicative translation and degrees of fidelity 

 To introduce subtitling 

 To put backtranslation into practice  

Level: B1+  

Grade: 8th  

Year of study: 8 

Grouping: pairs 

Approximate timing: 50 minutes 

Steps: 

1) First viewing.  

The teacher shows a passage from a video clip or film with the sound turned down. The 

students can read the lyrics on the worksheets that the teacher has given to them in advance or 

the teacher can project the lyrics on the video projector. 
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2) Second viewing. 

The students write down what they consider to be the original soundtrack. 

3) The students compare their rendering with that of their classmates and discuss their suggestions. 

4) Third viewing. 

The students compare their text with the source text and justify their choices. 

Sample 

Englishman in New York (excerpt from the musical video clip, Sting, 1987) 

Source text Target text 

I don't take coffee I take tea my dear Eu nu beau cafea, beau ceai, draga mea 

I like my toast done on one side Îmi place pâinea prăjită doar pe o parte 

And you can hear it in my accent when I talk Şi îmi poţi auzi accentul când vorbesc 

I'm an Englishman in New York Sunt un englez în New York 

See me walking down Fifth Avenue Mă vezi mergând pe Fifth Avenue 

A walking cane here at my side Am un baston într-o parte  

I take it everywhere I walk Îl iau cu mine oriunde merg 

I'm an Englishman in New York Sunt un englez în New York 

I'm an alien, I'm a legal alien Sunt un străin, Sunt un străin legitim 

I'm an Englishman in New York Sunt un englez în New York 

I'm an alien, I'm a legal alien Sunt un străin, Sunt un străin legitim 

I'm an Englishman in New York Sunt un englez în New York 

 

 

Activity 2 

One-minute translation 

Aims: 

 To develop specific vocabulary 

 To become aware of register 

 To practise pre-interpreting skills 

 To practise transfer skills such as mental agility 

 To transfer cultural references 

 To practise speed translation 
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Level: upper-intermediate 

Grade: 10th  

Year of study: 10 

Grouping: groups of 3 students 

Approximate timing: 20 minutes 

Steps: 

1) This activity is carried out with a description of London. 

2) The teacher asks the students to read the text. A brainstorming session follows in which the 

students sequence the contents. The vocabulary can be written on the blackboard. At this stage 

the vocabulary is in English. 

3) The students sit in groups of three and start explaining the contents in the text to each other. 

They take turns of one minute to speak. They should explain the contents Romanian. 

4) When they have finished, the students write down the problematic vocabulary and expressions 

and a class discussion follows. 

Sample1 

Source text Target text 

Set in the heart of southern England, London is 

one of the biggest and busiest cities in Europe. 

A truly international city, London attracts 

millions of visitors every year from all over the 

world, yet never loses its own unique charm. 

London has many impressive sights to see, 

ranging from the historical beauty of St Paul’s 

Cathedral and Big Ben to Buckingham Palace 

and the Houses of Parliament. In this city of 

contrasts, you can be walking along one of the 

busiest streets, yet still be less than a mile from 

one of the many huge, peaceful parks. London 

is a great cultural centre, too; the National 

Situată în inima părţii de sud a Angliei, Londra 

este unul din cele mai mari şi mai agglomerate 

oraşe din Europa. Un oraş cu adevărat 

internaţional, Londra atrage anual milioane de 

vizitatori din toată lumea şi totuşi nu îşi pierde 

şarmul ei unic. 

Londra are multe obiective turistice 

impresionante, variind de la frumuseţea istorică 

a Catedralei Sf. Paul şi a Big Benului, la 

Palatul Buckingham şi Parlamentul. În acest 

oraş al contrastelor, te poţi plimba de-a lungul 

uneia dintre cele mai agglomerate străzi şi cu 

tate acestea să te afli la mai puţin de o milă de 

                                                           
1 Evans, V., (1998), Successful Writing, upper-intermediate, Express Publishing, page 12 
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Gallery contains one of the finest collections of 

classical paintings in the world. 

 

unul dintre multele parcuri immense şi liniştite. 

Londra este, de asemenea, un mare centru 

cultural. Galeria Naţională conţine una dintre 

cele mai frumoase colecţii de picturi clasice 

din lume.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Students cannot be experts right from the beginning, although we often expect the translation 

products of our students to be good. It takes time and exercise to acquire the necessary rules and skills. 

If they learn from the very beginning of their studies what translation really means and what translation 

competence consists of, then this knowledge will help them to make accurate choices in producing 

target texts.  

It is important to help students to develop a significant structure for pre-translation analysis of 

the source text. This construction for source text analysis should become a subconscious method. 

Throughout the translation class students need to work constantly, their arguments should be supported 

by valid examples, the teacher should always appreciate their efforts and emphasize the idea that the 

original meaning of a certain text can be rendered in many different ways and that there is not just one  

single suitable translation. 

The presented examples of teaching translation show how learners can be involved more in 

their own learning process and how they can become more responsible in this process. Due to the 

growing concern in translation studies, teachers should constantly develop new methods of teaching 

and evaluation, maintaining simultaneously a personalized approach.  

There is no precise evidence that translation in the classroom can help learners in their learning 

process. But every person who learns a foreign language will be expected, at a certain time in life, to be 

able to translate. Therefore, teachers of foreign languages should plead for the teaching of translation 

competence as a definite component of the communication competence. Consequently, it is expected 

that more people will regard the prospective efficacy of translation as a characteristic of language 

learning.  
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